
Help shape Stapeley 
& Batherton.
It's where we live.
Neighbourhood Plan

Second Consultation



Why Neighbourhood Planning?
Neighbourhood Planning gives us as loud a voice as local government and developers.

 It’s all about improving the quality of the places we live and work, by coming up with a vision 
for its future, 

 Gives us a chance to think about what we care about in our local area and what kind of place 
we all want to create, 

 Because we know best about our neighbourhood; we are the local experts. Why let other 
people decide what happens to where we live and work? 

A Neighbourhood Plan is a plan drawn up by a community. It sets out a shared vision and policies to 
shape future growth and development of our area. It is used by Cheshire East in deciding planning 
applications in our area, alongside the Local Plan.  It also helps to identify projects that are most 
important to the community.

How did we get here?
Stapeley & Batherton Parish has been selected as a ‘front runner’ in the neighbourhood planning 
process for Cheshire East.  Stapeley & District Parish Council has appointed a steering group of five 
parish councillors, Head Teachers from two schools and a number of local residents to prepare a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the Parish. 

Why now?
We're working on the preparation of the Plan now.  As part of this, we want to hear your views about 
the future of our area.  The content of this public consultation is derived from the responses to our 
first consultation, which was completed by more than 300 people.  Five themes emerged;

Housing Amenities and Well-being

Green Spaces, Natural Habitats and Countryside Community

Transport Infrastructure

This is an opportunity for everyone in our community to have their say; children, students, families, 
residents of all ages, business owners, people who work in the Parish, local groups and visitors.  
More than one response per household is welcome, each person can complete their own form.  
Additional copies of the questionnaire can be downloaded from stapeley.org.uk, or paper copies can 
be collected from the Co-op, Pear Tree, Stapeley Broad Lane and Brine Leas schools, Stapeley 
House, Cronkinson Farm pub, Clarendon Court Care Home, Parklands Day Nursery, Funky Monkey 
Cafe and our Community Centre. Completed questionnaires can be left in the boxes which are also 
located at the above locations.  The deadline for completed questionnaires to be returned is Monday 
30th  March 2015.

Your responses will help us draft policies for inclusion in the Plan. It is very important that you 
complete the questionnaire if you want a say in how Stapeley & Batherton will grow and change over 
the period of the Cheshire East Local Plan which runs until 2030.

What will happen after the return of the questionnaires?

 The Steering Group will collate, record and analyse your responses
 These responses will help the Steering Group to draft policies for the Plan
 You will get a chance to comment upon a draft of the Neighbourhood Plan at a public meeting
 The proposed Plan will be submitted to Cheshire East Council for consultation with a range of 

statutory groups and for subsequent approval by the Council
 The proposed Plan will be examined by an independent examiner
 You will then be able to vote on the Plan in a local referendum and it must be approved by a 

majority of those voting for the Plan to come into force. The Neighbourhood Plan must be 
taken into account when deciding planning applications in Stapeley & Batherton.



Housing

Vision: To ensure that over the next 15 to 20 years the housing needs of local 
residents are met by building a variety of sustainable and appropriate houses, 
minimum numbers and using designs that reflect the character, scale, style and
setting of the existing settlement.

Context: Stapeley Parish has seen two large scale developments in the past 12 years, the 
Cronkinson Farm estate and the current development of the former Stapeley Water Gardens.  Whilst 
it would be wrong to prohibit all housing development in the Parish, the responses to the first 
questionnaire indicated that development should be controlled and should reflect the character of the 
area.

Please read each of the statements below and say whether you Agree with it, Disagree with it or you
have No View, by circling your answer.  There is a space at the bottom of the section to write your 
own comments or expand on any points.

1. The current large-scale development of 300 houses on the former Stapeley Water Gardens 
site should be the only large-scale housing development within the Parish during the current 
term of the Local Plan (until 2030).

Agree / Disagree / No View

2. Apart from the development on the former Stapeley Water Gardens site, we anticipate there 
will be a requirement for 25 new houses built in Stapeley during the current term of the Local 
Plan (until 2030).

Agree / Disagree / No View

3. Infill and small-scale development (fewer than 10 houses per site), up to a requirement of 25 
houses in total, are acceptable in the Parish during the current term of the Local Plan (until 
2030).

Agree / Disagree / No View

4. New houses should be affordable to buy or rent.
Agree / Disagree / No View

5. Any new houses built in the Parish should include; Please tick all that apply
a. Small homes (up to three bedrooms) ☐
b. Bungalows ☐
c. Multi-generational (lifetime) homes (e.g. “granny flats”) ☐
d. Truly affordable homes ☐
e. Large family houses ☐

Please use this space to expand on any of the above points, or to add statements you feel 
should be included



Green Spaces, Natural Habitats and Countryside

Vision: To ensure that the green spaces, natural habitats, countryside and 
agricultural land within our neighbourhood are protected and enhanced both 
for the enjoyment and prosperity of the community together with protecting and
encouraging wildlife and their habitats. This includes the watercourses, green 
spaces, fields, conservation areas, gardens, trees, woodlands and hedgerows

Context: Respondents to our first consultation expressed a desire that the green spaces within our 
neighbourhood should be enjoyed, protected and enhanced, and extended where possible.  People 
expressed an interest in access to green spaces for recreational purposes;  and in the  protection of 
natural habitats.

Please read each of the statements below and say whether you Agree with it, Disagree with it or you
have No View, by circling your answer.  There is a space at the bottom of the section to write your 
own comments or expand on any points.

1. Green spaces, natural habitats and countryside within the Parish must be preserved.
Agree / Disagree / No View

2. Existing green spaces and countryside should be improved.
Agree / Disagree / No View

3. Countryside should be more accessible.
Agree / Disagree / No View

4. More nature reserves should be created within the Parish.
Agree / Disagree / No View

5. Green spaces should be available for broad public use, for example dog walking and fitness 
activities.

Agree / Disagree / No View

6. Existing trees and hedgerows should be preserved and more planted to provide wildlife 
habitats and diversity in the area.

Agree / Disagree / No View

Please use this space to expand on any of the above points, or to add statements you feel 
should be included



Transport Infrastructure

Vision: To ensure that the transport system in the area is safe, efficient, and 
sustainable and managed so that it enhances the social, environmental and 
economic welfare of all residents and visitors to the Parish, so that everyone 
can access services in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Context: Residents and those that work or come to school in our Parish know that at peak time 
especially, our roads can get clogged with traffic. The objective for the future is to encourage 
residents to use transport other than cars and to work towards getting better public transport links to 
and from the Parish.

Please read each of the statements below and say whether you Agree with it, Disagree with it or you
have No View, by circling your answer.  There is a space at the bottom of the section to write your 
own comments or expand on any points.

1. Cycle ways and footpaths within the Parish should be improved to encourage their use and 
extend accessibility throughout the parish.

Agree / Disagree / No View

2. Peak time traffic around Broad Lane Primary School needs to be managed and reduced.
Agree / Disagree / No View

3. There should be better public transport links to business, work and local amenities, within, into 
and out of, the parish.

Agree / Disagree / No View

4. Peak time traffic congestion on Peter de Stapleigh Way and Elwood Way needs to be 
managed and reduced.

Agree / Disagree / No View

5. Heavy goods vehicles should be encouraged to use alternative routes to avoid the Parish.
Agree / Disagree / No View

Please use this space to expand on any of the above points, or to add statements you feel 
should be included



Amenities and Well-being

Vision: To ensure that we safeguard the amenities we have, to develop new, 
appropriate amenities for the community and to use those amenities for the 
benefit of the whole community.

Context: Parish residents, of all ages have expressed an interest in there being more amenities 
within our community.  The objective for the future is to provide new amenities that can be used by 
the whole community to establish a rich offering of activities and events for our residents and those of
the surrounding areas.

Please read each of the statements below and say whether you Agree with it, Disagree with it or you
have No View, by circling your answer.  There is a space at the bottom of the section to write your 
own comments or expand on any points.

1. Amenities and facilities for young people need to be improved
Agree / Disagree / No View

2. Amenities and facilities for outdoor sports need to be improved
Agree / Disagree / No View

3. Amenities and facilities for indoor recreation need to be improved
Agree / Disagree / No View

4. Amenities and facilities for convenience need to be improved e.g. shops, eateries
Agree / Disagree / No View

5. Access to local services need to be improved e.g. Doctors, Dentists, Post Office
Agree / Disagree / No View

6. There should be opportunities for the community to come together
Agree / Disagree / No View

7. Technological amenities for the Parish need to be improved e.g. 4G, access to super-fast 
broadband

Agree / Disagree / No View

Please use this space to expand on any of the above points, or to add statements you feel 
should be included



Community

Vision: To preserve the unique nature of our Parish by supporting both the 
established, rural area and the newer, residential area by fostering a greater 
sense of community, building upon the current character of our Parish.

Context: Our parish is a lovely place to live and work  Our objective for the future is that we continue 
to foster a friendly, safe community and that we begin to develop a sense of Stapeley and District as 
its own community and not solely as a ‘sister to Nantwich’.

Please read each of the statements below and say whether you Agree with it, Disagree with it or you
have No View, by circling your answer.  There is a space at the bottom of the section to write your 
own comments or expand on any points.

1. Our community is friendly and safe
Agree/ Disagree/ No View

2. Our community needs to be cleaner (e.g. littering, dog fouling reduced)
Agree/ Disagree/ No View

3. Our community requires a hub e.g. for community events, and a space in which to hold them
Agree/ Disagree/ No View

4. There needs to be more for younger people to do to reduce loitering and vandalism.
Agree/ Disagree/ No View

5. Increased feeling of safety for pedestrians, motorists and cyclist around the parish by 
appropriate use of street lighting.

Agree/ Disagree/ No View

6. We should use CCTV within the parish to improve safety and deter crime.
Agree/ Disagree/ No View

Please use this space to expand on any of the above points, or to add statements you feel 
should be included



Some Information About You

To help build up our evidence base for the Neighbourhood Plan, and to demonstrate 
that we have sought the views across our community, it would be very helpful to have 
some information about you.

Rest assured, the information you provide will not be used outside the purposes of 
creating and consulting upon our Neighbourhood Plan.

Your Name(s) Your Post code

Are you responding as (tick all that apply) Your age(s)  Number

A resident ☐
A school pupil ☐
Someone who works in the Parish ☐
Someone who owns a business in the Parish ☐
A visitor to our Parish ☐

5-17 ☐
18-35 ☐
36-55 ☐
56-75 ☐
Over 75 ☐

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire 
and share your views. Your response will be noted and 
will help shape the future of Stapeley & Batherton. There 
is an online version which can be downloaded and 
printed from the Neighbourhood Plan website, 
stapeley.org.uk, and paper copies may be found at The 
Co-op, Pear Tree Primary School, Stapeley Broad Lane 
Primary School, Brine Leas School, Parklands Day 
Nursery, Stapeley House, Cronkinson Farm pub, 
Clarendon Court Care Home, Funky Monkey Cafe and 
our Community Centre.

In case of difficulty please telephone Matthew Theobald 
on 07941 495786.

Keep an eye on the parish newsletter, our website 
www.stapeley.org.uk, twitter (@StapeleyNP), local media 
and notice boards for updates on The Neighbourhood 
Plan.

stapeley.org.uk

Steering Group members:
Matthew Theobald, Jo Hillman,

Martin Malbon, Peter Groves,
John Davenport, Pat Cullen,
Val Ingram, Noel Wagstaff, 

Andrew Cliffe, Sue Pritchard, 
Mary Hennesey-Jones.

Consultant:
Andrew Thomson


